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Uncompromising Resilient Design:

At ASI, our focus is on the development of practical solutions 
through simplifying the process, not the analysis method.  These 
solutions help the practicing engineer to design greener, more 
efficient structures which can not only provide significant cost 
savings, but design structures that better ensure the safety of 
its occupants.  

When studying a problem, Engineers look for ways to practically 
and effectively solve a problem in a way that make the study 
practical to the time allotted, budget, and technology available.  
The result has been the use of conservative code requirements 
paired with analysis solutions that sacrifice accuracy through 
simplified input and analysis.  

The performance lifecycle of structures is a frequently discussed 
issue within the engineering community due to a range of 
challenges which include: aging infrastructure, recurring 
man-made and natural disasters, new construction materials, 
environmental sustainability, and the introduction of BIM.   

With the integration of BIM into the design of structures, the 
performance based life-cycle analysis is becoming an integrated 
process. This process looks at all phases of a structural system 
from design, to maintenance, extreme events, rehabilitation, 
and eventual demolition or forensics.  With recent advances 
in structural analysis technology, simplified analysis is not the 
only economical solution.  In fact, in many cases it is costly 
when compared to a performance based analysis of the entire 
structure.  These solutions can result in the reduction of structural 
cost, decrease the construction timetable and increase security 
of the structure against performance requirements.

Structural Performance Lifecycle - Resilient Design 
Make better decisions throughout the structural lifecycle by more accurately analyzing and 
visualizing structural health for resilience and the cost/benefit of robustness.
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ASI Services: 

• Blast, Impact, Progressive Collapse, 
Seismic, & Wind Analysis 

• Cold-Formed Steel Design
• Custom Software Development
• Demolition Analysis & Planning
• Forensic Engineering, Accident 

Reconstruction & Expert Witness
• Historic Preservation
• Renovation, Rehabilitation, & 

Retrofitting 
• Performance Based Design
• Structural Building Information 

Modeling (BIM) 
• Structural Vulnerability Assessment

Rapid Performance Based Structural Analysis
Practical engineering research, analysis, & design based on the performance of the entire 
structural system.

Since 2004, Applied Science International (ASI) has focused on 
creating tools for professionals and researchers to help optimize 
and analyze structures.  ASI has two core areas of focus:  the study 
of structures under extreme loads with our advanced Extreme 
Loading® Technology and cold-formed steel design with our unique 
SteelSmart® Technology. Our team consists of highly talented 
engineers and scientists located at our corporate office in Durham, 
NC, and our division office in Cairo, Egypt.  ASI’s mission is to provide 
professionals with advanced software tools, support, and analysis.

When it comes to specialized design, extreme loading conditions, 
or structural failures, ASI’s team of veteran engineers and scientists 
provides a collective wealth of hands-on experience in engineering 
research, analysis, and design. Extreme Loading® Technology 
(ELT) provides superior 3-D analysis and visuals, replacing current 
practices which rely on simplified analysis or artistic renditions.

Alfred P. Murrah Federal BuildingMinnesota I-35W Bridge

Rio de Janeiro University HospitalKoyna Dam
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Minnesota I-35W Bridge Collapse 
Problem—The  I-35W  Bridge  in  Minneapolis,  Minnesota  was  built  in  1967.  The 8-lane bridge served 140,0000 vehicles per 
day. The  bridge  catastrophically  failed  during  the  evening  rush  hour  on  August  1,  2007. Thirteen  people  died  and  145  were 
injured. 117 vehicles were damaged including a school bus. Compensation for victims who were on the bridge at the time of the 
collapse, as well as their family members totaled over $37 million.

Analysis—Raths, Raths and Johnson, Inc. tasked ASI to provide analysis of the bridge and 
to  identify  the  reason  for the collapse. The bridge was modeled using original construction 
drawings.  All structural  details  were  modeled in 3D, which included steel truss, connections 
(gusset plate and bolts),  concrete  slabs,  concrete  piers  and  ramps.  All applicable loads 
were taken into consideration such as gravity, traffic, and construction loads. The model also 
took into account the weakening of connections due to corrosion.

Conclusion—For this project, the  results  of  these  analyses  helped  identify  the  cause  
of  failure  of  the bridge. The mode of failure in the ELS model created by ASI matched 
closely to the mode of failure observed in the actual failure reported by the National 
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) and the Minnesota Department of Transportation (Mn/
DOT).

 

ELS Analysis Results of the I-35W Bridge Collapse

Initial Gusset Plate Failure

Principal StressAs-built Conditions vs. ELS Model ELS Model

Yanbu Deethanizer Retrofit 
Problem—During the construction process of a deethanizer vessel, several design mismatches 
between the anchor bolts and base plate holes were observed.  To complete the installation 
process, the vendor widened and slotted nine holes in the base plate and removed three anchor 
bolts.  In addition, several anchor bolts were damaged and several others were subjected to 
excessive heat during the torching/cutting of several bolts.  This raised concern about its safety 
and structural integrity.

Analysis—ASI was tasked to provide a comparative model and analysis of the structure using 
our in-house structural analysis software, Extreme Loading® for Structures.  The objective was to 
compare the as-designed case with the damaged as-built case with regard to wind and seismic 
loading.

Conclusion—ASI created a 3-D model and explicitly modeled all damaged portions and 
compared the behavior with the designed case.  Based on the analysis, ASI was able to assure the 
client that the as-built structure met the safety requirements for design loading conditions.
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St. Francis Central Hospital Resilience
Problem—Demolition  workers  tried  to  pull  down  a  gutted  10-story hospital after  weakening the structure. During the pull 
down process, the cables snapped. After  several  additional attempts,  the  management called for the services of ASI to perform 
two tasks; a vulnerability assessment of the existing 
condition of the structure and demolition analysis based 
on the new demolition plan.  

Analysis— ASI applied a variety of wind loading 
scenarios to the structure to determine stability in 
its weakened condition to ensure that it would not 
collapse.  ASI also performed an analysis of the newly 
proposed implosion plan to assure local authorities, 
owners, and tenants of neighboring structures that the 
controlled collapse demolition would go as planned.

Conclusion— ASI determined that under 
high wind loading conditions that it was safe 
for demolition workers to enter the building to 
place explosives to implode the structure. When 
compared, video of the actual demolition and the 
predictive analysis of the implosion correlated 
closely.
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Actual Implosion vs. ELS Analysis

Wind Damaged Car Shade

Wind Analysis of the Weakened Structure

Car Shade Analysis
Problem— Under high wind conditions, a newly designed car shade structure failed 
catastrophically.  The manufacturer of the car shade, who had installed the product at 
several other locations requested ASI expertise in the forensic investigation of the incident 
and to optimize the design of the car shade product.  

Analysis— ASI created a three-dimensional model for the car-shed taking all 
construction details and material properties into consideration. ASI engineers performed 
nonlinear dynamic analysis of the structure under the effects of the wind loading.

Solution—Based on the 3D analysis, ASI showed the sequence of  failure  for  the  
specified  wind  load  case.  ASI  engineers  provided recommendations to improve the 
design and optimize the materials used to construct the cantilevered design.
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Designing to real-world conditions and real-world threats is becoming an increasingly common requirement.  This presents challenges 
for engineers tasked with the design and analysis of structures  subjected to blast, seismic, high wind, and progressive collapse loading 
requirements.  The result is that buildings that are not only built stronger but also greener.  Extreme Loading® for Structures is the first 
advanced nonlinear analysis tool designed specifically for practicing engineers.  It delivers a high-end structural analysis capability  in a 
practical and engineer-friendly package.

Extreme Loading® for Structures (ELS) allows designing to deliver economical and robust performance based designs, rather than taking 
a costly prescriptive code approach.  Showcasing a recent white paper written regarding progressive collapse analysis shows that ELS 
can save up to 40% on the structural system.

The Practicing Engineer’s Analysis Tool
Advanced Nonlinear Dynamic Analysis for Structural Engineers.

Extreme Loading® for Structures 
Features:

• Easily model and analyze  columns, 
slabs, girders, reinforcement, & 
connections. 

• Import all structural components and 
reinforcement from Revit® Structure 
(BIM)

• No re-meshing required for 
connectivity between members or 
components.

• Nonlinear dynamic solver automatically 
considers hard to model phenomena 
such as crack propagation & separation 
of elements.

• Create internal force diagrams, Eigen 
modes, contour diagrams, and charts.

Custom Reinforcement Automatic Yielding of Reinforcement

Automatic Crack Propagation & Separation 

Stress Contour & Displacement Chart



Alternate Path Progressive Collapse Analysis:

In recent years progressive collapse analysis has materialized into explicit 
requirements for redundancy in building codes all over the world. Although 
progressive collapse is a nonlinear dynamic procedure, progressive collapse codes 
permit the use of linear static analysis with load factors. 

In many cases a simplistic procedure is used, which models only linear beam and 
column elements.  This neglects the contribution of walls and slabs which leads 
to uneconomic and/or unconservative results. Walls and slabs may be considered 
secondary members in other types of analysis but in progressive collapse analysis, 
walls and slabs often behave as primary members with slabs carrying load though 
membrane action and walls providing alternate load paths.

The cost savings is dramatic. In the comparison study, ASI found that analysis 
using simplified finite element linear and nonlinear analysis suggested a significant 
increase in the weight of the steel frame in order to satisfy the UFC progressive 
collapse code requirements. Using more advanced analysis, like AEM method 
shows that the original design is safe and there is no increase in weight required 
to satisfy the code requirements.  Here ELS allows for a significant gain in economy 
& stability.

Analysis Structure
Weight

Percent Increase 
Required

SFEM Linear 108.7 Tons 80%
SFEM Nonlinear 78.2 Tons 34%

ELS 58.2 Tons 0%

Reducing Cost on Progressive Collapse Requirements
Design safer & greener by considering the entire structural system.  

Detail 2:
Perfectly hinged 

connection

Model 1: Nonlinear frame analysis results.

Detail 3:
Partially-restrained main-

secondary beam connection 

Detail 1:
Partially restrained beam-

column connection

Weight of longitudinal steel moment-resisting frame resulting from 
design using different numerical analysis methods.

Model 2: Nonlinear frame & slab analysis results.

Benefits of ELS for Alternate 
Path PC Analysis:

• Dramatically reduced 
modeling & analysis time.

• No iterations required due to 
instability.

• No “penalty factors” due to 
simplified analysis.

• More realistic & economic 
design due to the 
consideration of all structural 
components and connections.



Progressive Collapse Design for CFS Load Bearing Structures:

The project consisted of 5 barracks buildings, 3-story each, total living area 
equaling approximately 150,000 square feet.  DoD criteria UFC-4- 023-03 requires 
the buildings to be designed against progressive collapse.  The Engineer-of-
Record studied Tie Forces method, but cost of additional structural components 
was relatively high.  With the Tie Forces method, horizontal and vertical ties 
were required to be added at every floor and roof level, and at every interior 
and exterior load bearing walls from the foundation to the roof.  The objective 
was to reduce the added cost due to the progressive collapse design by using a 
more advanced design approach and tool.  Therefore, the Alternate Path Method 
and the Extreme Loading® for Structures (ELS) software were selected to perform 
the nonlinear dynamic analysis procedure for the progressive collapse design of        
the buildings.

 
Each building was composed of a composite deck floor system and steel roof 
trusses, all supported by cold-formed steel stud, load bearing walls.  The ELS 
software model included the following:

    •  Structural steel framing (columns and beams) at the 1st floor.
    •  Cold-formed steel (CFS) load bearing walls and posts.
    •  Calibrated equivalent lateral bracing shear walls.
    •  Composite deck floor slabs.
    •  Structural steel beams at the roof level.
    •  A representation of the mechanical connections (hold-downs,  
        anchors, and screws) between the structural components.

Twelve cases of wall and column removal were performed for the progressive 
collapse analysis.  Checks for deformation-controlled actions and force-controlled 
actions were completed per the guidance of UFC-4- 023-03 and ASCE 41-
06 Standard.  The results of the project show that the Alternate Path Method 
coupled with the nonlinear dynamic analysis procedure in the ELS software can 
be efficiently used to analyze multi-story buildings to progressive collapse based 
on DoD criteria UFC-4-023-03.  The analysis highlights the benefit of including 
the slab in resilient design due to the ability of the composite deck floor slabs to 
bridge over the removed wall sections.  The slabs were able to re-distribute the 
gravity loads to adjacent wall components, while some of the loads were picked 
up in tension by the stud walls above the slabs.  Although the axial compression 
forces in the studs adjacent to the removed wall sections increased, the 
redundancy in the cold-formed steel wall system helped to prevent overstressing 
these studs and exceeding the limit acceptance criteria for compression members.  
The project end result was the savings of thousands of dollars for the owner for 
additional structural components compared to using the conventional Tie Forces                 
design method.

Benefits of ELS for the analysis 
of Cold Formed Steel Structures:

• Utilizes composite deck slabs 
to distribute load to adjacent 
walls when a bearing wall 
section is removed. No need for 
additional rebar reinforcement 
as horizontal ties.

• Eliminates the need for 
peripheral ties at lower floor.

• Eliminates the need for vertical 
tension ties in interior bearing 
walls.

• Eliminates the need for 
peripheral ties at lower floors.

www.extremeloading.com

3D View of Computer Model

Column/Wall Removal Cases

Composite Deck

Composite Deck

Performance Based Design of Cold-Formed Steel Structures
ELS helps to achieve an economical and robust solution when studying complex structural 
systems with load-bearing, cold-formed steel and composite decking.



Composite Decks in Alternate Path Progressive Collapse Analysis:

The building system of cold-formed steel load bearing walls with composite floor 
slab (reinforced concrete cast on cold-formed profiled steel deck) has been widely 
used in barracks projects in recent years. 3-D numerical modeling of this system 
for the conformation to the “Alternate Path” analysis method of UFC 4-023-03 
poses several challenges. The “Alternate Path” method must be used for buildings 
with occupancy category III and IV, and is optional for buildings with occupancy 
category II. It is vital to accurately model the slab system as it becomes a critical 
component in distributing gravity loads during a progressive collapse event. 

To accurately model the floor system, the following issues need to be considered; 
variable slab stiffness and strength in strong and weak directions, discontinuous 
metal deck that is typically connected by fasteners or spot weld, weak interface 
between the concrete and supporting metal deck, and fastener connections 
between the metal deck and supporting walls. 

In this comparison study, ASI found that popular numerical analysis methods 
that approximate the composite deck to an equivalent uniform thickness slab 
are unconservative by overestimating the stiffness of the system and reduce the 
expected structural deformation. On the other hand, if the diaphragm strength 
and stiffness are ignored in the analysis, this can result in a conservative and costly 
design. Extreme Loading® for Structures (ELS) software has been used to model 
the building system using an approach that is easy to model and delivers more 
accurate results while taking the above factors into account.

Discover the Value of Slabs in Design
ELS allows for a variety of methods to analyze performance in complex structures allow 
flexibility in modeling complex building components without compromising accuracy.

Solid ModelImplicit Model Detailed Model

Cold-Formed Steel Structural System

Benefits of ELS for the analysis 
of Composite Deck Systems:

• Provides an accurate and 
automated approach to the 
design of composite material 
combinations. 

• Easy to model configurations of 
reinforcement, concrete, and 
steel deck.

• More realistic & economic 
design due to the inclusion of 
the diaphragm strength and 
stiffness. 

Composite Deck

Solid Model Deck

www.extremeloading.com



SteelSmart® System is the most comprehensive cold-formed steel 
framing design software package available on the market.  SSS takes 
the specialized task of cold-formed steel design to the next level with 
its easy to use interface and new advanced modules which allow the 
user to automatically generate lateral wind loads, framing layout 
and, connection details.  When paired with the SigmaStud® Mid-Rise 
Construction System manufactured by The Steel Network, Inc., SSS 
allows engineers to efficiently design cold-formed structures of more 
than 10 stories. 

SigmaStud® is a breakthrough in the load-bearing steel stud industry, 
producing significant increases in load capacity when compared with 
conventional “C” shaped studs. SigmaStud’s unique configuration 
provides installation and design advantages which create efficiencies 
no other light steel framing (LSF) load bearing wall stud can provide.

SteelSmart® System Features:

• Easy to generate lateral loads, design 
components, output drawings, and 
summary reports.

• Only software that allows users to 
engineer framing members, connections, 
bridging, screws and anchorage, all 
coordinated with output reports and 
drawings.

• Easy-to-use design templates for spandrel 
framing, parapet framing, openings, roof 
trusses, knee walls, X-brace shear walls, 
and much more!

• Over 400 CAD details, specification, and 
inspection worksheets available. 

Design Mid-Rise Structures with Cold-Formed Steel
Build taller & stronger with the most comprehensive cold-formed steel design software tool.

Load Generator & Distributor: 

The Lateral Load Generator/Distributor tool uses the dimensions 
and load specification for a building and calculates the total lateral 
wind and seismic loads according to ASCE 7 Standard “Minimum 
Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures.”  Then it distributes 
the lateral loads between floors and between shear walls in each 
floor. The distribution method takes into consideration type of floor 
diaphragm (rigid or flexible) and torsional effects of rigid diaphragms. 
The tool exports load data to SW design module and full output to a 
standard Excel sheet.

Layout & Details Drawing Generator:

A major addition to SSS is the new Layout and Connection Details 
Generator that plots framing layout of the wall and adds the 
connection design data (clip designation, # of fasteners, embedment, 
and screw pattern) to the typical connection detail. The drawing also 
includes framing members’ cross-sections and shapes. The drawing 
can be exported in AutoCAD® DXF format.

Load Generator & Distributor Wind Output Detail Drawing Generator

www.steelsmartsystem.com



Mid-Rise Cold-Formed Steel Construction:

The six-story Hilton Garden Inn was originally designed with concrete block as the 
axial load bearing wall material. The change to SigmaStud® delivered exceptional 
value to the construction team, with the component weight of SigmaStud® 
(8psf) replacing the much more cumbersome 45psf concrete material. This 80% 
reduction in bearing weight resulted in the utilization of a traditional thickened 
slab in place of a larger, thicker foundation. Additionally, the decrease in the wall 
mass also produced a lower base shear, minimizing materials needed for shear 
wall construction. As a result of the change to SigmaStud® and by combining it 
with TSN’s StiffWall® to address shear forces, the structural components were 
erected in six weeks rather than the 3.5 months it normally would have taken 
with the concrete block material!

Structure: 6-Story Cold-Formed Steel
Erection Schedule: 6-Weeks
General Contractor: Snavely Building Company
Sub-Contractor: RGC, Inc
Architect: Gordon & Greenberg, Inc.
EOR: JDA Engineers, Inc.

“Using SigmaStud® in place of 
concrete block provided us with 
a $400,000 savings in the wall 
assembly, and we were able to 
reduce foundation and floor 
slab requirements, resulting in 
an additional $500,000 savings, 
for a total of $900,000 saved on 
our project.” 

- Derrick Gilchrist, RGC, Inc.

Optimize & Accelerate Construction
Offer cost savings to your client without losing speed or quality of work.

Jan. 17, 2007
First Floor

Jan. 25, 2007
Second Floor

Jan. 31, 2007
Third Floor

Feb. 7, 2007
Fourth Floor

Feb. 15, 2007
Fifth Floor

Feb. 17, 2007
Sixth Floor

www.steelnetwork.com
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